This study proposes a sequential pattern mining algorithm to discover sequential patterns of Malaysia rainfall data for prediction. The apriori based algorithm is employed to find the sequential patterns from the time series data. The frequent episodes of rainfall sequences are discovered and classified by the expert into four main events namely, No rain, Light, Moderate and heavy. The sequential rules of ten rainfall stations from the duration of 33 years are analysed. The proposed algorithm is able to generate higher confidence and support of frequent and sequential patterns. Generally, the proposed study has shown its potential in producing methods that manage to preserve important knowledge and thus reduce information loss in weather prediction problem.
Introduction
The dynamic nature of the weather has led to many researches relating to weather predictions such as weather forecasting warning system [1] , rainfall and flood forecasting [2] [3] . The condition of the weather gives impact to many sectors, for example in the power usage of industry, residential facilities, agriculture [4] [5] . The continuous change in climate highlights the need of weather prediction systems that is up to par with the current technology existed [6] , including the Malaysian weather prediction system. Rainfall prediction is one of the areas being actively researched all over the world [7] [8] [9] . The rainfall data in Malaysia have been used previously in researches such as gauging the size of the rainfall cells [10] [11] . Sequential pattern mining is one of data mining techniques that potentially give new insights to the weather prediction problems. Previously it has been used in other application such as alarm log analysis, financial events, and stock trend relationship analysis [11] . Several works by Katoh et al. [12] [13] propose algorithms that find frequent episodes from the input sequence. In this paper we employ a sequential pattern discovery algorithm for prediction of Malaysia rainfall dataset. This study focuses on rainfall data collected from Institute of Climate Change University Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM).
Material and methods
The rainfall data sequences are classified by experts into four main events, namely no rain (N), light (L), moderate (M) and heavy (H). Let C = [e 1 , . . . e m ] (m ≥ 2) be a finite alphabet with total order that denotes the rainfall events over N . Each element e ∈ C is called an event. S = s 1 , . . . s w , (w ≥ 2) is a serial of events where each s is numbers of events (e), for example (L → M → H) where * corresponding author; e-mail: azuraliza@ukm.edu.my e 1 = L, e 2 = M , e 3 = H and the width of this episode is 3. Table I shows an example of serial episodes in the rainfall data and the number of observations. The frequent pattern algorithm is employed to find the most repeated episodes among those that were generated in the Allen operation process [13] [14] . The output of the algorithm is the most frequent patterns, i.e., those that satisfy the minimum support predefined by the user. The frequent algorithm is shown as algorithm 1. The frequent episode is counted based on number of occurrence and it is evaluated based on its confidence level (minimum confidence is set to 0.1). The numbers of frequent episodes are produced and adapted as new patterns for rainfall data sets.
Results
This section presents and discusses the results of the application of the frequent patterns algorithm. The rainfall produced 23228 events from different 10 rainfall stations. Table II shows an example of frequent serial episodes in the month of January for the 10 rainfall stations. High confidence was found in extracted episodes 'LML' which occurs 101 times in January, which means that when L comes before M and L comes after L with confidence 0.65 this indicates new rules for that specific month (January) and the given data sets. Another frequent set of episodes that can be seen is 'LLH', with confidence 0.64. Table III presents the normal and non-normal patterns of rainfall episodes. It is important to remark that the patterns are frequent episodes where each episode denotes three events, and each event is a period of rainfall points. The patterns are divided into types of patterns: normal patterns (more frequents occur) which denotes the rainfall in class L and M, non-normal (unusual patterns which rarely occur and are very interesting to the experts) that denote the patterns with more N and H classes. Normal patterns can be seen in 9 months of the year. The non-normal patterns can be seen in eight different months of the year. It indicates N to H rain condition in certain duration. The expert verifies that pattern of April are interesting and very similar to the current time. 
Conclusion
In this paper, interesting and new patterns of Malaysia rainfall are discovered through sequential pattern mining. Series of episodes are detected that explain the overall rainfall pattern over the 12 months of the year. It shows that rainfall is light in four months, moderate in four months, and heavy in six months of the year.
Some patterns can be used as rules for prediction. In conclusion, the mining of rainfall in both phases for frequent and sequential patterns results in very useful patterns. Those patterns can be used to help experts to build prediction models for all rainfall stations.
